1. Position template against the door belt molding or corresponding crease line.

2. Line up the perforated lines with the vent glass assembly (see image 2) tape template in place.

3. Center punch door panel, through the 1/8 inch hole in the template.

4. Remove template and drill 1/8 inch hole.

5. Reattach template with tape and align drilled hole.

6. Drive the 5/8 inch self-tapping screw through the 1/8 inch drilled hole, until the screw head is 5/32 above the surface of the template.

7. Fit the mirror base on the template, so the raised screw head aligns with round end of the keyhole slot in the retaining bracket.

8. Slide mirror forward until tight against the template and fitting the indicated outline of the template.

9. Hold the front of the mirror base firmly against the template, using the hole in the base as guide drill a 1/8 inch hole through the door panel.

10. Take off mirror unscrew rear screw, remove template.

11. Using mirror gasket, align over mounting holes, re-drive rear screw in 1/8 inch hole (refer to instruction note #6).

12. Reinstall mirror on gasket aligning screw with retaining bracket and sliding mirror forward until mirror is tight against gasket and aligning front mounting hole with mirror base.

13. Finish install and drive the 3/4 inch trim screw provided until tight.